Introduction
During intervention in the deep brain structures, by for example radio frequency lesioning [1] , deep brain stimulation (DBS) [2] or neural cell grafting [3] , safe, accurate and precise intracerebral navigation towards the precalculated target is imperative. Impedance methods can discriminate between gray matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid [4] . Physiological mapping using microelectrode recording or confirmation of anatomical targets using macrostimulation are methods used to confirm targeting during stereotactic neurosurgery [5] .
One possible way to increase the precision, accuracy and safety in localizing the precalculated target during stereotactic procedures could be intracerebral recordings of optical signals. Johns et al. [6] and Giller et al. [7] presented a system using a probe with optical fibers for nearinfrared intracranial measurements during stereotactic procedures in humans. By analyzing the slope of the reflected light spectra in the wavelength range 700-850 nm a separation between white and gray matter was possible. Our group has recently shown that the same result is achieved using a fixed wavelength within the suggested spectral interval [8] .
Thus, as 780 nm is a commonly applicable wavelength in laser Doppler perfusion monitoring (LDPM), this indicates that LDPM can be used to record not only micro- Laser Doppler perfusion monitoring [9] and imaging [10] are optical methods based on the detection of backscattered Doppler broadened laser light from a small tissue volume. Two different signals are simultaneously processed by an LDPM system: the total backscattered light intensity (TLI) and the perfusion. The TLI corresponds to the reflectivity and thus the tissue's grayness whereas the perfusion is defined as the concentration of moving red blood cells times their mean velocity and is related to relative changes in the tissue's microcirculation. Since the beginning of the 1980s, the laser Doppler technique has been used in a wide range of applications, for example for assessment of skin reactions [11, 12] , burns [13] skin tumors [14] , for the intraoperative monitoring of myocardial blood perfusion during bypass surgery [15] and during the evaluation of cortical brain microcirculation [16] . A review of the laser Doppler technique and its applications has been presented by Nilsson et al. [17] .
In this study, it is explored if a modified LDPM system could be used for measurements along the trajectory and in the deep brain structures during stereotactic neurosurgery. The aim of the study was to investigate if TLI can be used in order to differentiate between gray and white matter and to what extent microvascular perfusion can be recorded.
Materials and Methods

Patient Material
Seventeen patients (7 women, age 40-72 years, mean 8 SD = 56 8 11 years) referred for unilateral or bilateral DBS implantation for the treatment of Parkinson's disease, essential tremor, dystonia or pain were included in the study. In total 22 leads were implanted. The study was approved by the local ethics committees at the University Hospitals in Linköping and Umeå (D. No. M182-04) and informed consent was received from the patients. Measurements were performed during implantations in the subthalamic nucleus (STN, n = 11), the globus pallidus internus (GPi, n = 4), the caudal zona incerta (Zi, n = 2), and the thalamus [Th, n = 5: ventral intermediate nucleus (Vim, n = 2); ventral posterolateral nucleus (VPL, n = 2); ventral posteromedial nucleus (VPM, n = 1)]. Eleven procedures took place at Umeå University Hospital and 6 at Linköping University Hospital.
Laser Doppler System and Measurement Probe
A system for intracerebral recordings of both microvascular perfusion and TLI was set up. It comprises a laser Doppler perfusion monitor (Periflux 5000, Perimed AB, Sweden), a specially designed optical probe and a personal computer with software for acquisition, data analysis and presentation. The software, developed in Labview (National Instruments Inc., USA), made it possible to sample, store and present both the perfusion and TLI signals on-line. Methods for postprocessing of the captured data were developed in Matlab (Mathworks Inc., USA). An overview of the system is presented in figure 1 .
The measurement probe was constructed with dimensions similar to a standard radio frequency electrode. In order to fit in the Leksell Stereotactic System (Elekta Instrument AB, Sweden), the probe's outer shaft was rigid, made of stainless steel and had a functional length of 190 mm. The diameter was 2.2 mm except for the last 30 mm towards the tip where it was 1.5 mm. Optical fibers were aligned along the interior side of the probe towards the tip. With this probe design, the tissue directly in front of the tip was investigated. During a recording, the laser light (1 mW, = 780 nm) is guided through one of the optical fibers toward the tissue. After interaction with the tissue, the light is guided back through a second fiber to a detector unit in the Periflux. The light is processed and a value scaled linearly to tissue perfusion within a bandwidth of 0.02-12 kHz. In order to be able to capture fast perfusion changes, the time constant ( ) of the system was set to 0.03 s. The total range of the perfusion and TLI signals was 0-999 arbitrary units (AU) and 0-10 AU, respectively. The LDPM system was calibrated (motility standard, PF1001, Perimed AB, Sweden) prior to sterilization of the measurement probe. This certified a best-fit range of the system so both low and high perfusion values could be recorded in the same measurement session. To investigate the stability of the system, a control measurement in motility was always carried out immediately after finalizing the surgical measurement procedure.
Surgical Technique and Stereotactic Imaging
Stereotactic imaging was performed after placement of the Leksell coordinate frame model G (Elekta Instrument AB, Sweden). The different targets in the Th were identified according to atlas coordinates on stereotactic CT and/or MRI studies. The target in the Vim was chosen 6-7 mm anterior to the posterior commissure, at the level of the intercommissural line, and 13-15 mm lateral to the midline of the 3rd ventricle. The target in the VPM and the VPL was 2-3 mm anterior to the posterior commissure, 2-3 mm below the intercommissural line and 10 mm lateral to the midline of the 3rd ventricle in the VPM and 15 mm in the VPL.
Direct anatomical targeting [18] was performed in the STN, GPi and Zi on stereotactic MRI studies performed with a 1.5-tesla scanner (Philips Intera, the Netherlands). Contiguous transaxial slices of 2 mm thickness, T 2 -weighted sequences for STN and Zi and T 1 -weighted for GPi were collected. The pallidal target was visually chosen 2 mm anterior to the midcommissural point, 2-3 mm lateral of the pallidocapsular border on the axial slices, and about 2 mm above the optic tract on the coronal slices. The target in the STN was visually chosen at the line connecting the anterior borders of the nucleus ruber, at the level of their maximal diameter, and approximately 1.5 mm lateral to the medial border of the STN. The depth was, when needed, corrected according to the lower border of the STN as seen on the coronal slices. The target in the caudal Zi was visually chosen slightly medial to the medial border of the STN, in the posterior part of the posterior third of the STN. The stereotactic images were exported to the Framelink Planning Station (Medtronic, Minneapolis, Minn., USA) or Leksell Surgiplan (Elekta Instrument AB, Sweden) for calculation of target and trajectory.
At surgery, the probe was inserted according to the precalculated trajectory. During the introduction of the probe, measurements were performed at predesignated points, starting at 40 or 30 mm from the target and continuing at 20, 10, 5 and 2.5 mm from the target as well as in the precalculated target area. Each recording lasted for 60 s, the total measurement session took about 15 min (in several procedures, this also included diffuse reflection spectral measurements [8] ). Two sequences also included cortex data and in 2 subjects the target measurement was omitted. In total 128 measurements were completed during insertion of the probe. Along two tracks, one additional measurement was also obtained during withdrawal of the probe. During the recordings notes were taken of recorded heart rate from the patient monitoring system, or if external interference with the recorded signal was present. The optical probe was thereafter removed and replaced with the DBS electrode 3387 or 3389 (Medtronic) for macrostimulation. After achieving a satisfactory clinical response, the electrode position was verified with a stereotactic CT and/or MRI.
Data Analysis
All measurement sequences were visually inspected and a 30-second section was selected from each recording for analysis of the perfusion and the TLI. Sections considered as external noise caused by for example known fiber movement artifacts or overbending of the fiber were excluded in this selection. From the perfusion signal, the mean, standard deviation, frequency and peak-to-peak values of heartbeat-synchronized variations were calculated. Furthermore, the signal was studied regarding possible vasomotion, a cyclic pattern related to the vasomotor activity in the microcirculation [19, 20] . For each TLI sequence, the mean and standard deviation were calculated and if applicable heartbeat-synchronized TLI variations and their peak-to-peak values. In order to identify the tissue type at the measurement site, inspection of preoperative MRI fused with the postoperative images of the implanted electrode was done using the surgical planning systems. The identified tissue was graded as white matter, gray matter or mixed. The mixed group contained positions where no clear classification could be made on the MR images. Along each trajectory, the TLI and perfusion at the corresponding white and gray tissue sites were averaged. The identified data were then grouped both according to white and gray tissue and the brain target aimed at. Data were tested using the Wilcoxon paired signed rank test or the Mann Whitney U test for grouped samples; p ! 0.05 was considered significant.
Results
During all 22 DBS implantations, both the microvascular perfusion and TLI were easily recorded and displayed on-line with the designed system and probe. Postoperative measurements in motility showed that the TLI signal was stable and varied less than 1.3%. The calibration procedure certified that the perfusion signals were comparable from time point to time point.
An example of a trajectory with the measurement sites towards GPi superimposed on the Schaltenbrand-Wahren + 2 mm coronal image is illustrated in figure 2 a. The corresponding perfusion and TLI measurement sequences for respective sites are presented in figure 2 b and c. Pulsatile variations in the perfusion signal agreed with the monitored heart rate. They were visible in all captured perfusion signals, but with varying peak to peak values. In figure 2 d and e, perfusion and TLI averaged over 30 s are presented. Perfusion increased towards the target whereas the TLI presented an inverse relationship with higher values at 30 and 20 mm.
A measurement sequence with a high-perfusion spot along the trajectory towards STN is exemplified in figure 3 . Along this trajectory, superimposed on the -3 mm coronal image, elevated perfusion with a high heartbeatsynchronized peak-to-peak value was found 5 mm from the target. In addition, the perfusion signal demonstrated a pronounced vasomotion pattern with 6 cycles/min superimposed on the pulsations originating from the heartbeat ( fig. 3 b; table 1 ) . A structure, which was interpreted as a blood vessel, was visible 5 mm from the target area on both the coronal and axial T 2 -weigthed MRI. The probe position and vessel structure are presented in figure 3 c. A summary of all the microvascular perfusion measurements (n = 128) recorded when the probe was inserted, and grouped according to the target aimed at, is presented in figure 4 a-c (GPi, STN, Zi) and figure 5 a (Th). All presented values represent the average value from a registration covering 30 s. In 6 out of 128 measurement positions the perfusion was more than 6 times higher than at least one of the closest neighbors (marked with circles in fig. 4 a, b and 5 a) . A more detailed description of the perfusion and TLI appearance at the high-perfusion spots is found in table 1 . The average perfusion for these high-perfusion spots was 309.8 8 166.0 AU (n = 6). When removing these 'outliers', the average microvascular perfusion of all remaining recordings was 30.7 8 18.4 AU (n = 122). A summary of all captured TLI values grouped according to the target aimed at is presented in figure 4 d-f (GPi, STN, Zi) and figure 5 b (Th). In general, the curves started with elevated TLI and leveled out towards the target. Two of the 5 lowest TLI values were recorded in the cortex and 3 in sites related to high-perfusion spots (marked with circles in fig. 4 d, 5 b) . A heartbeat-synchronized peak-to-peak value in the TLI was found at 2 of the high-perfusion spots ( table 1 ) .
Along 10 of the trajectories, it was possible to identify measurement positions above the target as both white and gray tissue from the respective MR image. The TLI was significantly higher (p ! 0.005) and the perfusion significantly lower (p ! 0.005) in positions identified as white tissue. The targets in GPi had a significantly lower 1 Target aimed at and distance from the target. 2 Perfusion value average over 30 s (mean 8 SD) and peak-topeak value (p-p) of heartbeat-synchronized pulsations.
3 TLI averaged over 30 s (mean) and peak-to-peak value of heartbeat-synchronized pulsations. At 2 sites, a second measurement was done during withdrawal of the probe. vantage of recording not only the tissue's TLI reflecting the tissue's grayness, but also the microcirculation in the vicinity of the probe tip. This implies that the technique has a potential to detect not only gray-white boundaries but also increased blood flow along the trajectory. High pulsatile microvascular perfusion was registered at 6 out of 128 measurement sites ( fig. 4 a, b, fig. 5 a; table 1 ) . Two of these were along trajectories towards GPi. This may be related to the previously reported higher rate of hematoma seen in the GPi procedure compared with STN [22, 23] . At 2 spots, the signal was more than 25 times higher TLI than those in the STN (p ! 0.005; fig. 4 d, e) . There was, however, no significant difference in perfusion between GPi and STN.
Discussion
In this study, LDPM data captured along precalculated trajectories towards individual nuclei in the deep brain structures have been presented. Compared to other intracerebral methods, the LDPM technique has the added ad- than at the surrounding measurement positions. Repeated recordings when the probe was withdrawn confirmed the elevated perfusion, however, with reduced values. This is probably caused by a slightly different sampling volume surrounding the probe tip. When the probe is inserted the tissue in front of the tip is investigated, whereas when it is removed the tissue is disrupted. Along one of the STN trajectories a highly elevated perfusion with a pronounced vasomotion pattern superimposed on the heartbeat was registered ( fig. 3 ). Postoperative image inspection revealed the existence of a very small vessel in the vicinity of the probe. It seems likely that also the remaining recordings related to high perfusion were captured close to a similar vessel structure, however, not visible with the used MRI protocol. By introducing MRI scans together with gadolinium as contrast medium it may be possible to elucidate the relationship between high-perfusion spots along the trajectories and closely related vessel structures.
In general, the TLI was higher at the 40-and 30-mm sites compared to the target area, indicating white tissue. Statistical analysis between TLI captured in white and gray tissue based on MRI was, however, only possible for 10 out of 17 trajectories. The reduced number of samples for comparison was caused by difficulty in judging the tissue type from the MRI at the preselected measurement positions, and several sites were therefore graded as mixed. Despite this, a significant difference between white and gray matter was found. This is in agreement with the reflection spectral measurements performed by Antonsson et al. [8] . In this study, different spectral signatures and intensities were found for gray and white matter. A high correlation (r = 0.99, p ! 0.0001, n = 84) was found between the tissue's reflectivity at the wavelength 780 nm (the LDPM wavelength) and spectral content along a slope ranging from 750 to 800 nm. Johns et al. [6] and Giller et al. [7] have also presented reflection spectra captured during stereotactic neurosurgery with the ability to separate between white and, in their case, cortex gray matter, within the same wavelength interval.
With the used study protocol setup, the LDPM signals were only registered at fixed predesignated positions along the trajectories and several high-perfusion spots could have been missed. In future studies, the resolution along the trajectory can be increased by recording the perfusion and TLI at for example millimeter distances. For the TLI, it might even be possible to perform continuous measurements during insertion of the electrode and thus increase the spatial resolution and the possibility to discriminate between gray-white boundaries. One major drawback is, however, that the perfusion signal will be affected by the external movements generated by the probe insertion. When the movements of the red blood cells in the tissue are detected with the laser Doppler technique, it is important to minimize all external movement influences on the signal. These can also be caused by the patient's involuntary movements or by touching, or overbending the fiber during a recording. At stereotactic neurosurgery using a frame-based system, both the patient's head and the measurement probe are fixated to the stereotactic system. Therefore, not even major tremor showed any interference with the perfusion signal when recordings were made at fixed positions.
Another aspect that must be accounted for is that only relative perfusion and TLI changes can be recorded. In the current study, however, the system was always calibrated and therefore all captured values were comparable. Furthermore, if the electrode's design changes, this can result in a different measurement range. A slightly different probe design can, for example, change the optical sampling depth, which is dependent not only on the tissue's scattering and absorption properties but also on the fiber separation distance in the probe and the used wavelength. Previous investigations using Monte Carlo simulations and experimental studies have shown that the optical sampling depth in brain tissue is about 1 mm [24] [25] [26] [27] .
In conclusion, this study shows the first attempt at using LDPM for intracerebral measurements during stereotactic neurosurgery. The technique can record both the microvascular changes along the trajectory area as well as differentiate between gray and white matter. Future studies are needed in order to elucidate to what extent a gray-white discrimination can be achieved as well as to study the relationship between high-perfusion spots and vessel structures. Furthermore, there is a need to include a comparison not only with MRI but also with established guidance methods such as microelectrode recording and impedance measurements in order to investigate to what extent LDPM can be used as an intracerebral guidance tool.
